
VS 150 R Bp (RIDE ON SWEEPER)

        Electric Control System

        Operating System

        Brake System

        DRL

 The VOOT Ride on sweeper VS 150 R battery operated is designed to provide efficient and reliable cleaning of large areas such as 
warehouses, parking lots, and outdoor spaces. It is equipped with a powerful battery that provides extended operating times without 
the need for constant recharging.The sweeper features a large sweeping path of up to 1550mm, making it possible to clean large areas 
in a short span of time. It also has a high-capacity hopper that can collect up to 150 liters of debris, reducing the need for frequent 
emptying. The VOOT Ride on sweeper VS 150 R battery operated is also equipped with a filter-cleaning system that helps to keep the 
air clean while sweeping, making it ideal for indoor environments. Additionally, it has a low noise level, which makes it suitable for use in 
any environment and at any time. Overall, the VOOT Ride on sweeper VS 150 R battery operated is a powerful and efficient cleaning 
solution that provides reliable and effective performance in a range of environments.

      All weather protection canopy to work easily in any enviroment.

      Adopt disc brake system to increase working efficiency

     Front lights enable to operator for better sweep cover even in close & dark areas like big waerhouse & industrial shed etc.

       Automobile grade waterproof harness, integrated fuse box,with overload and undervoltage protection.

      Centralized control panel, simple and convenient.
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VS 150 R Bp
     Adjustable leather driving seat improves driving comfort.
     Solid tires that increase the observability of the vehicle.
     Water Spray System

TECHNICAL DATA
VOOT

Sweeping Width mm 1550
Main Brush  Length mm 800

Side brush Diameter mm 400*2

Battery V/Ah 12/150*4

Km/h 6 - 8 @ 10 - 12

Coverage m2/h 12000
Dirt Hopper Capacity l 150

l 150
Total Watt W 2650
Weight Kg 650
Dimension mm 1820 x 1300 x 1400

EQUIPMENTS
Roller Brush 1 Nos With Machine
Side Brush 2 Nos With Machine
Dust Filter 1 Nos With Machine
Battery 4 Nos With Machine
Charger 1 Nos With Machine  (Additional Purchase)
Canopy 1 Nos With Machine

Water Tank

Sweeping and driving  
speed
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